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CHAIRPERSON WELCOME

As an organisation that is member led, Dance Ireland is
responsive to the changing needs of the sector and our
members. We have listened and have strengthened our team
to deliver the best possible resource for our members.
This very comprehensive annual report, demonstrates an
exceptionally busy year in 2014. Our executive team has delivered
a varied and exciting programme of activities at DanceHouse and
brought the Dance Ireland offering to our members and friends
around the country.

We have enhanced our professional development programme
with excellent professional classes, workshops and
individual sessions with the team, assisting performers and
choreographers in streamlining their own practices and
helping them to achieve greater success.
We look forward with confidence to a vibrant 2015, filled
with creativity and success for all of our members and
those who participate in the various classes and activities in
DanceHouse. But above all, we look forward to celebrating
the joy that dance brings to all those who experience it.

Anne Maher
Chairperson
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INTRODUCTION
Dance Ireland is the national resource for
dance. On behalf of our members and the
sector, we:
• provide support and practical resources for dancers &
choreographers;
• work towards developing a sustainable dance sector in Ireland;
• lead, represent and advocate on behalf of the dance sector;
• enhance public awareness of and involvement in dance at all
levels.
In 2014 we continued connecting and collaborating through new
and renewed partnerships locally, nationally and internationally
with members and others, including non-members, national
and international partners, and funders, which we use to further
leverage for the betterment of dance in Ireland, including:
Re-Presenting Ireland; a showcase initiative by Culture Ireland,
Dance Ireland and Dublin Dance Festival;

Through Local Initiatives, we supported local and city-wide
youth, educational and outreach projects, including Company B,
Macushla Dance Club, Dublin Youth Dance Company, Philippa
Donnellan (Tasty Habits) and Michelle Cahill and Carla Fazio
Morris (Velocity) research phases;
The Dance Ireland Commission Award highlights the value of
partnership, combining funds raised through the Dance Ireland
21 Commission with a creation partnership with Dance Limerick,
Firkin Crane and Project Arts Centre;
In the autumn, we undertook a series of professional
development sessions in partnership with Firkin Crane, Dance
Limerick and Galway Dance Project. Curated for us by Eleanor
Creighton (LÉIM), these sessions also introduced new voices to
the Dance Ireland family;
Other opportunities included a residential residency in
partnership with the Tyrone Guthrie Centre; Mentor Residency
Support Awards, Professional Development Awards, Residency
Support Awards, Dance Ireland Residencies, Dance Talks, New
Movements and Friday New Works;

Modul-dance; a multi-annual cooperation project involving 20
European dance houses from 16 countries;

As well as working with Associate Artist Catherine Young, we
continued to work with Associates Philip Connaughton, Maria
Nilsson Waller, Liv O’Donoghue and Emma Martin throughout
the year. With our International Associate Artists Meagan O’Shea
and Tom Pritchard, we provided opportunities for them to create,
share and engage with the sector, while in residence.

Communicating Dance; a Leonardo Lifelong Learning project
with partners from Croatia, France, Germany, Italy and the
Netherlands;

And most importantly, we continued to work with our members,
the sector and the public whose backing ensure our success in
nurturing a diverse range of dance activity in Ireland today.

Step Up: Dance Project; a project between the Arts Council, Dance
Ireland, Dance Limerick, University of Limerick and Fabulous
Beast Dance Theatre;

LÉIM, a dance leadership project, led by Dance Ireland, with
partners from Cyprus, Germany, Italy and Spain.
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DANCE IRELAND AND
DANCEHOUSE 2014 STATISTICS

2013

2014

107,638

128,691

↑ 20%

DanceHouse attendances

33,863

38,275

↑ 13%

Attendances for daytime activities

20,060

22,863

↑ 14%

Attendances for evening class activities

13,803

22,863

↑ 12%

Participants in Local Initiatives programme

3,802

4,577

↑ 20%

Facebook fans

3,695

4,350

↑ 18%

Monthly ebulletin subscribers

2,446

2,974

↑ 21%

Twitter followers

1,945

2,470

↑ 27%

Dance artist training & development attendances

1,693

1,779

↑ 5%

835

953

↑ 14%

1,184

1,324

↑ 12%

Open Day / Free Taster Class participants*

431

198*

↓ 51%

Culture night participants & visitors

211

113

↓ 49%

35

23

↓ 27%

Hits and visits to the website

Audience members
Professional morning class attendances

Members availing of Winging It!

* In 2014, we only ran one Free Taster Class evening
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TRAINING PROGRAMME

42
1,274

weeks of classes, workshops and masterclasses

attendances

The backbone of our artistic programme
is daily morning training class. In 2014 we
provided 42 weeks of classes, workshops
and masterclasses, recording 1,274
attendances, using a sign-in book.
Morning training classes are for professional dancers and
advanced level dance students. We employ highly experienced and
innovative teachers from Ireland and abroad. We also partner with
companies and others in the delivery of classes, which alternate
in week-long blocks between ballet, contemporary dance genres
and other complementary practices.
Morning training classes are open to suitably qualified dancers
(members and non-members).
Morning Training Classes Teachers
Anderson de Souza, Deirdre O’Neill, Diarmaid O’Meara, Hélène
Cathala (Liz Roche Company), Jane Magan, Katherine O’Malley
(Liz Roche Company), Kathleen Doherty, Laura Macken, Lisa
Tyrrell, Liv O’Donoghue, Maria Nilsson-Waller, Monica Munoz
Marin, Morleigh Steinberg, Tori Lawrence and Vasiliki Stasinaki
(Liz Roche Company).
International Guest Teachers
Toni Bravo (Mexico), Keren Rosenberg (Israel/Netherlands),
Meagan O’Shea (Canada), Tom Pritchard (Scotland) and Romain
Guion (France).
Workshops and Masterclasses, in partnership with
Dublin Dance Festival: Dan Canham, Orjan Andersson & Russell
Maliphant; Fontys Dance Academy (Jazz, Ballet & Modern);
Gyohei Zaitsu (Butoh); Karla Shacklock (Choreographic
workshops), Romain Guion (Choreographers Toolbox), Croí Glan
Integrated Dance Company (integrated dance) and Tom Pritchard
(CI workshop & Jam).
2014 company teaching partnerships with Ballet Ireland, Dublin
Youth Dance Company, and Liz Roche Company.
Dance Ireland Evening Classes
In 2014, we expanded our evening class programme and in
the process created additional employment opportunities for
teachers. Over the year we hosted, contemporary classes
with Karen Gleeson, contemporary and African Dance classes
with Catherine Young, Hip Hop with Rachel Sheil, Tap Dance
with Jessica Peel-Yates and piloted Parkour classes, led by
Displacement Parkour in the autumn.
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DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
Our Development Programme supports
the evolving needs of dance artists,
by offering practical supports and
resources, mentorship opportunities,
information and advice, platforms
and networking opportunities. Our
Development Programme is open to
Dance Ireland members.

Associate Artist
In response to an open call we received 3 expressions of
interest, and we supported Catherine Young on her self-directed
choreographic projects through a range of supports including:
studio space, administrative support, advice, presentation and
networking opportunities.
Our selection panel, comprised board, executive and external
expertise, Kris Nelson (Director, Dublin Tiger Fringe Festival).
Catherine Young describes the Associate Artist position as “a key
opportunity to progress as an artist which will allow me to realise my
vision as a choreographer at this critical stage of my career.”
We also continued our working relationship with Associate Artists
Philip Connaughton, Emma Martin, Liv O’Donoghue and Maria
Nilsson Waller.

International Associate Artists
We hosted internationally based choreographers Meaghan
O’Shea (Canada) and Tom Pritchard (Scotland). This is a
curated programme focusing on artists with a connection
to Dance Ireland.
Meaghan was with us in February for a 2-week R&D residency
including professional development opportunities for members,
morning classes and New Movements. Her focus was on the
initial research phase for a larger work combining artists from a
number of countries, including Ireland.
Joining us in October Tom had a 2-week R&D residency which
also included professional development opportunities (including
Contact Improvisation Workshop and Jam). During this period
Tom rehearsed spontaneous work involving text and movement,
considering specifically the relationships between found text,
choreography and instantly composed work.
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Dance Ireland Commission Award
Dance Ireland, in partnership with Dance Limerick, Firkin Crane
and Project Arts Centre, announced Breandán de Gallaí as the
recipient of the commission in October 2014.
Through the Dance Ireland 21 Commission, a legacy fundraising
project, Dance Ireland raised a cash amount of €17,000 for
the creation of a new choreography. In addition, de Gallaí will
receive rehearsal, presentation and production support in Dublin,
Limerick and Cork before the première of the work at Project
Arts Centre in January 2016. The total value of the commission is
estimated at €27,000.
In response to an open call, we received 11 proposals and
shortlisted 8 for interview with the panel (03 October). The
selection panel represented the partners and comprised: Anne
Maher (Dance Ireland Chairperson), Fearghus O’Conchuir (Firkin
Crane), Cian O’Brien (Project Arts Centre) and Jenny Traynor
(Dance Limerick).

“like many Dance Ireland
members, I’m no stranger
to rejection letters when it
comes to trying to secure
funding for projects
Being awarded the Dance
Ireland commission came
as quite a shock—a very
pleasant one.”

“like many Dance Ireland members, I’m no stranger to rejection
letters when it comes to trying to secure funding for projects. Being
awarded the Dance Ireland commission came as quite a shock—a
very pleasant one.
Linger is duet for 2 male dancers and is an initiative very close to my
heart. Although I will dance myself for the first time publicly in 12
years, the exciting prospect for me is that much of the subject matter
at the heart of the piece has grown out of two of my recent largescale productions…I am sure that it will be a rewarding time for me
and Nick O’Connell in the studio and hope that the finished product
will be an enriching one for the audience.”
– BREANDÁN DE GALLAÍ
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Dance Ireland Residency Programme
Offered on a year-round basis, we award Dance Ireland
Residencies to members, subject to availability and on a firstcome, first-served basis. We aim to accommodate as many
requests as possible. All residency applications are managed
internally, and all members applying must use our application
form.

“…residency programme has been a huge support to me as I explore
my practice as an emerging artist. My experience has been one of a
very balanced support; given artistic freedom to explore without the
pressure being on a finished product and also knowing I could share
my explorations and work with DI and others if I did wish to open up a
dialogue for feedback.”
– SARAH RYAN

In addition we also engage in 50/50 splits with those members
with funding. Ranging from one to four weeks, we awarded the
following residencies at DanceHouse in 2014 to:

“I was awarded a four week residency … in April 2014. The work
developed for that occasion was a Butoh piece dance on the work of
Francis Bacon and the writing of Deleuze.

Alicia Christofi Walshe
Aliina Lindroos
Ambra Bergamasco
Amy Kinlon
Anna Gaciarz / 50% Male Experimental Theatre
Aoife Courtney
Aoife McAtamney (Associate Artist) & Emma Fitzgerald
Ballet Ireland
Catherine Young (Associate Artist)
Cathy Coughlan
Claffey-Cristofi Dance
Clare Brzezicki
Dagmara Jerzak
Fearghus Ó’Conchúir
Federica Esposito
Fiona Quilligan
International Dance Day Initiative (Amy Kinlon)
Jessie Keenan
Katia Pagni
Liadain Herriott
Libby Seward
Lily Akerman
Liv O’Donoghue (Associate Artist)
Maria Nilsson-Waller (Associate Artist)
Maurice Kelliher
Michael Sherin
Neil O’Brien
Peter Duffy
Philip Connaughton (Associate Artist)
Philippa Donnellan
Rachel Sheil
Robert Heaslip & Laura Murphy
Róisín Laffan
Sarah Ryan
Selma Daniel
Sibéal Davitt & Olwyn Lyons
Zoe Ashe-Browne

I found it very beneficial to have full time studio access for four
weeks. That allowed for the piece to come to life from scratch, to
make contacts, to bring visibility to my work in Dublin.
It is something I definitely rate as an experience I would need to
repeat to produce another piece and develop my artistic vision.
I think it could be expanded in having more interaction with other
residents. This could facilitate the development of contacts within the
dance community and nourish wider connections.
Personally, I ground myself in collaborative practices, therefore, I
would often feel the need to produce a visible piece of information
that can be shared with other people. It would be great to have a
section in DanceHouse where the outcome of the residence periods
could be seen and read about publicly.”
– AMBRA BERGAMASCO
“I have availed of a residency a number of times over the past two
years. Having time and studio space allowed me to work on my
choreography and other dance projects I’ve been involved in. The
facilities that Dance Ireland offers are what every dancer wishes for
and the staff are always happy to give you the time and space in a
format that suits you best.
I once did an intense week every day 10-5 and on another occasion,
when working with non-professional dancers on my project ‘Men in
Dance’ I used my residency once a week to develop the project and
run workshops with project participants.”
– DAGMARA JERZAK
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Dance Ireland and Tyrone Guthrie
Centre Residency
Dance Ireland and the Tyrone Guthrie Centre at Annaghmakerrig
offered a two-week fully resourced residential residency in April,
which was awarded to Luke Murphy and his collaborators.
This new initiative aims to support the development of new
dance creation by offering dance makers the opportunity to
focus on research and development of new ideas. We received 5
applications and the selection panel comprised a representative
from the Tyrone Guthrie Centre and Dance Ireland.
“My two weeks at the Tyrone Guthrie Centre not only gave me a
chance to work in a private, supportive and inspiring environment,
it allowed me the time, space and focus to embark on a completely
different kind of creative process. I was able to bunker down and dig
into new work without any distractions, complications or obstacles.
The staff were wonderfully supportive and the facilities are all
absolutely excellent and don’t even get me started on the food…”
– LUKE MURPHY

“My two weeks at the
Tyrone Guthrie Centre not
only gave me a chance
to work in a private,
supportive and inspiring
environment, it allowed me
the time, space and focus
to embark on a completely
different kind of creative
process.”
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Dance Ireland Professional Development
Awards / Dance Ireland Residency
Support Awards
Following an open call we received 45 proposals and made 18
awards to the value of €11,523. The selection for both awards,
was made internally; our panel comprised board and executive.
“…the award facilitated my self-directed research project at a vital
stage in my development as a dancer. This research project has
acted as the crucial starting point of a journey into practice and
research in to the somatic practices, with a specific focus on BodyMind Centering…The project has been a springboard in which I can
make informed decisions about my further development as a dancer
and movement practitioner. The award formalised my own research
and investigations, giving my research value in reference to my own
development as an artist and movement practitioner.”
– ORLA SHINE
“My residency offered me the creative freedom, security and support
to study a subject I am very passionate about…before the award
I had only been able to do so in my living room at weekends, unpaid,
with no space or people! I was also able to generate further interest
from funding bodies and venues to create a full production based
on my residency research, to collaborate with artists from other
genres and to create a work in my home county for the first time
at Mermaid Arts Centre.”
– ÁINE STAPLETON
“…the award offered me substantial support in the research and
development of my work. It enabled me to work with professional
dancers in this process and gave me the freedom to fully focus on
the creation of the work and immerse myself in the creative process.
Being less under pressure to seek other sources of income during
the time of the residency allowed me to fully dedicate my time and
effort to the research. The award supported me in developing my
artistic practice and to lay the fundament for the creation of a new
dance work. I am very grateful for this support.”
– HELGA DEASY

Dance Ireland Professional Development Awards
Deirdre Grant

Travel & Training

€500

Bernadette Divilly

Documentary Film

€500

Catherine Donnelly

Equipment

€500

Cathy Walsh

Equipment

€500

Kathleen Doherty

Equipment

€500

Liadain Herriott

Travel & Training

€500

Megan Kennedy

Travel & Training

€500

Mihaela Griveva

Travel & Training

€500

Monica Munoz Marin

Travel & Training

€500

Orla Shine

Travel & Training

€500

Sarah Ryan

Travel & Training

€500

Ailish Claffey

Equipment

€500

Dance Ireland Residency Support Awards
Ailish Claffey & Alicia Christofi

DanceHouse, Dublin

€1,000

Áine Stapleton

Mermaid Arts Centre, Wicklow

€1,000

Fiona Quilligan

DanceHouse, Dublin

€1,000

Helga Deasy

Firkin Crane, Cork

€1,000

Siobhan Ní Dhuinnin

Goat Street Studios, Kerry

€930

Isabella Öberlander

Dance Limerick, Limerick

€1,000
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Light Moves Screendance Festival 9 November
In support of Light Moves Screendance Festival, Dance Ireland
sponsored a Best Overall Student Work award (€250). Selected by
an independent festival jury, this award went to Katy Pendlebury.

Dance Ireland Mentoring Residency Support
Awards
We developed these awards in response to members’ desire
for more self-directed mentoring opportunities. Each award
consisted of a studio residency at DanceHouse and financial
assistance toward the cost of working with a mentor.
We received 19 applications: 1 in ballet, 3 in traditional dance,
and 15 in contemporary dance. We internally shortlisted and
the panel, comprising board, executive and external expertise
Valerie Bistany (Mentoring Development Project) made a
recommendation for three awards, 1 in each category.
Traditional Irish dance artists Sibéal Davitt & Kristyn Fontanella
worked with mentor Colin Dunne. Sibéal and Kristyn were
awarded €2,000 to undertake a collaboration focusing on
developing their choreographic process which explores the ties
between sean-nós and step dancing.
“The opportunity to have studio space in DanceHouse was
instrumental in the progress of our exploration, and to be mentored
by Colin Dunne gave us such insight into where we want to take this
new work. The opportunity to also share our discoveries through
New Movements was a great open-ended deadline for us to show
everything we were working through during the two weeks.
– SIBÉAL DAVITT
This award provided us with a safe space to share ideas with each
other guided by Colin, time to develop and explore our movement,
and propelled us forward to create a new dance language together.”
– KRISTYN FONTANELLA
Contemporary dance artist Lucia Kickham worked with mentor
Karla Shacklock. Lucia was awarded €1,883.32 to undertake her
proposal which focused on how ideas of time and concepts of time
impact on her choreographic process.
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“The opportunity to
have studio space
in DanceHouse was
instrumental in
the progress of our
exploration, and to be
mentored by Colin Dunne
gave us such insight into
where we want to take
this new work.”
“It was of great benefit to me to have this time to zoom in on my
development as a performer and maker with the guidance of mentor
Karla Shacklock driving me to push my expectations. The ideas I
brought to the studio were clarified and honed through discussion in
this supported environment.”
– LUCIA KICKHAM
In ballet, Diarmaid O’Meara will work with mentor Judith Sibley
in early 2015. Diarmaid was awarded €2,000 to undertake
his proposal which will utilise the principles and vocabulary
of classical ballet, focusing on development of solo and duet
choreographic material.

Autumn Professional Development Sessions in
Cork, DanceHouse, Galway and Limerick:
22 Sept
Demystifying your Tax Return with Gaby Smyth (Gaby Smyth & Co)
with 14 participants.
We took to the road in a series of professional development
sessions in partnership with Dance Limerick, Firkin Crane and
Galway Dance Project; curated by Eleanor Creighton as part of the
Léim project.
02 Oct
The road less travelled: career development for Dance Artists
facilitated by Jo Mangan (Festival Programmer and CEO of The
Performance Corporation) with Muirne Bloomer (independent
dance artist), Lisa McLoughlin (independent dance artist), Paul
Johnson, Megan Kennedy (junk ensemble and Limerick Dance
Artist in Residence) and Dr Orfhlaith Ní Bhriain (Irish World
Academy of Music & Dance); Dance Limerick with 13 participants.
20 Nov
Communications: from good sales tactics to long term strategies
with communication and marketing consultants Annette Nugent
and Sinead McPhillips in Town Hall Theatre; Galway Dance
Project with 12 participants.
07 Dec
Context, space, time & money: finding resources to make your work
facilitated by Mary McCarthy (Culture Ireland Chairperson &
Director National Sculpture Factory), with Laura Murphy (Cork
Dance Artist in Residence), Siân Cunningham, Sophie Motley
(Artistic Director Willfredd) and Maeve Dineen (Cork City Arts
Officer) in Firkin Crane, with 10 participants.
“I just want to send a big THANK YOU to Dance Ireland for providing
professional development sessions for dance artists and for
providing them all over Ireland. As a developing artist it is sometimes
hard knowing where to begin – how to develop your audience,
how to brand yourself, how to begin presenting and what support
is available to you. After your sessions I not only left full of new
information and goals but also with the confidence that I am on the
right track. Thank you!”

Re-Presenting Ireland
Re-Presenting Ireland: a showcase initiative by Culture Ireland,
Dance Ireland and Dublin Dance Festival was presented over
two weekends: 23 & 24 / 30 & 31 May, for an audience of 182,
featuring work-in-progress pieces from Claffey–Christofi Dance,
Laura Murphy & Robert Heaslip, LaLoba | Kino Variatino and
Philip Connaughton.
In response to an open call, we received 24 proposals from a
range of dance makers for consideration.
The showcase was curated by a panel comprising Madeline
Boughton (Culture Ireland), Julia Carruthers (DDF), Paul Burns
(DanceXchange, Birmingham), Géraud Malard (Espace des Arts
Scene Nationale, Chalon-sur-Saône, France) and Jenny Traynor
(Dance Limerick).

First Look
In a new development we presented a First Look opportunity in
partnership with Dublin Dance Festival. First Look was a studio
showcase presentation of Hear Me Sing Your Song, a work in
development from choreographer Liv O’Donoghue (Associate
Artist), for an audience of 71 over two sharings.

“First Look was a great
chance to share our work
mid-process with Dublin
Dance Festival audiences,
giving them a unique
insight into how we were
working in the studio.”
– LIV O’DONOGHUE

– GENEVIEVE RYAN
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Friday New Works

New Movements

Friday New Works took place on Friday 13 June featuring solo
choreographic works by Lisa Tighe, Liadain Herriott and Oona
Doherty, attracting an audience of 58.

New Movements is our opportunity to showcase in a studio
context works in various stages of development. With an average
attendance of 21; we hosted 18 presentations:

In response to an open call, we received 4 proposals, and invited
the three eligible applicants to participate. We did not convene a
panel for this showcase opportunity.

17 Jan

Becky Reilly & Trevor Furlong

14 Feb

Meagan O’Shea (International Associate Artist)

14 Feb

Peter Duffy

21 Feb

Gaga training showing

14 Mar

Sofia Dias & Vítor Roriz / modul-dance

11 Apr

MA Contemporary Dance Practice students,
University of Limerick

17 Apr

Ballet Ireland

06 Jun

Ambra Bergamasco

27 Jun

Zoe Ashe-Browne

27 Jun

New Work residency: Dublin Youth Dance
Company / Irish Youth Dance Festival

11 Jul

Anna Gaciarz / 50% Experimental Male Theatre

30 Jul

Aoife Courtney / Anya Cloud

30 Oct

Tom Pritchard (International Associate Artist)

21 Nov

Lucia Kickham

05 Dec

Sibéal Davitt & Kristyn Fontanella

12 Dec

Off Beaten Path Dance (Galway)

18 Dec

Federica Esposito & Giulia Montalbano / Foura
Dance Project

“what an amazing opportunity to see such powerful performances by
three fantastic female solo artists – I look forward to the next Friday
New Works Series already. Now that I know this little gem exists in
the city centre I can’t wait to come back to DanceHouse very soon.”
– MAEVE BARRY
“Performing was a very positive and encouraging experience. Having
a full audience, predominantly made up of members of the dance
community gave exposure to my work that I would not otherwise
have had and the informal post performance reception gave me the
opportunity to receive constructive feedback which I was then able to
take into account when further developing that particular solo piece.”
– LISA TIGHE

“what an amazing
opportunity to see such
powerful performances by
three fantastic female solo
artists—I look forward
to the next Friday New
Works Series already.”
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Step Up: Dance Project

The Next Stage (25 Sept to 12 Oct)

Step Up: Dance Project aims to bridge the gap between
vocational training and professional dance practice in Ireland.
The programme aims to enhance the selected young dancers’
professional networks by connecting them to the sector and
improving their professional opportunities in Ireland.

The Next Stage is the artist development strand of the Dublin
Theatre Festival. As in previous years, Dance Ireland sponsored
one place for a Dance Ireland member. Six dance applications
were received, two of which were eligible for consideration; we
assist with the selection of a dance artist from the applications
received; we proposed Associate Artist Catherine Young.

For 2014, Step Up: Dance Project was a partnership between Arts
Council, Dance Ireland, Dance Limerick, University of Limerick
and Fabulous Beast Dance Theatre.
The selected dancers were: Ailish Maher (Ire), Aifric Ni Chaoimh
(Ire), Marion Cronin (Ire), Magdalena Herzak (Ire/Pol), Juan Urbina
(Ven/Ire), Adam Faillul and Murni Omar (Mal/Ire). The dancers
worked under the direction of Michael Keegan-Dolan, and in
association with his company Fabulous Beast Dance Theatre on
Crom Dubh – a group work presented at Dance Limerick, Firkin
Crane and DanceHouse (11 August).
The project ran from 07 July to 12 August with the dancers
residing at the University of Limerick, utilising the state of the
art studios and facilities at the Irish World Academy of Music and
Dance.
The Step Up: Dance Project Steering Committee is a voluntary
group, charged with overseeing the project. The committee
comprises Paul Johnson (Dance Ireland) Chairperson, Mary
Nunan (Irish World Academy of Music and Dance, UL), Victoria
O’Brien (Arts Council Dance Advisor) and Jenny Traynor (Dance
Limerick); with Lisa Hallinan as General Manager.
The artistic selection panel (who shortlisted) comprised: Anica
Louw, Victoria O’Brien, Lisa McLoughlin and Mariam Ribon.
Shortlisted applicants were invited to audition with Michael
Keegan Dolan at the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance.
“Thank you…for inviting me to see these young emerging artists
perform such innovative and compelling new work. I hope to see
more of this talented group of artists as they grow among the dance
community in Ireland.”
– EMMA ROGERS
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INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS
Modul-dance

Communicating Dance (CD)

Modul-dance was a multi-annual cooperation project involving
20 European dance houses from 16 countries. Its main aim was
to support development, mobility and exchange for selected
dance artists. Led by Mercat de les Flors (Barcelona), the project
operated under the umbrella of EDN and funded by the European
Commission through its Culture Programme. Modul-dance lasted
from June 2010 to December 2014.

Communicating Dance is a partnership between K3 - Zentrum
für Choreographie (DE), Hrvatski institut za pokret i ples (HR),
Comune di Bassano del Grappa (IT), Dansateliers (NL), Dance
Ireland (IE) and Le Pacifique CDC (FR). A two-year cooperation
project supported in Ireland by Léargas, through the Leonardo da
Vinci - Life Long Learning Programme.

In March we hosted Portuguese dance artists Sofia Dias & Vítor
Roriz who undertook a 2-week R&D residency and presented
work as part of New Movements;
In May Dance Ireland attended a partners’ meeting in Faro,
Portugal, focused on project evaluation;
In November Dance Ireland modul-dance artists Fearghus
Ó’Conchúir (2010-11), Liz Roche (2011-12) and Emma Martin
(2012-13) attended the final conference in Barcelona.
“modul-dance presented an opportunity for me to be part of a
Europe wide dance network. It allowed me to spread the
development and creation period for my piece out over the course
of 12 months. Being part of the project has helped to shape my
understanding of the realities of dance making and dance houses in
Europe. I have become acquainted with many artists and presenters
and I feel that this project has been an important beginning point for
me and my work.”
– EMMA MARTIN

“modul-dance presented
an opportunity for me
to be part of a Europe
wide dance network…
the project has helped to
shape my understanding
of the realities of dance
making and dance houses
in Europe.”
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Communicating Dance supports the communication and
leadership abilities of twelve selected participants (6
choreographers and 6 writers), two from each partner country
working within contemporary dance. In parallel a representative
from each partner organisation also undergoes a similar learning
journey.
Dance Ireland participants are choreographer Liv O’Donoghue
and writer Rachel Donnelly, with Paul Johnson representing
Dance Ireland.
In January Dance Ireland hosted the inaugural CD gathering.
We invited Fearghus Ó’Conchúir to curate a 3-day programme
focused on leadership and communication through group
learning, action research and task exercises, with invited guest
presenters Julia Carruthers (DDF), Michael Seaver (dance writer)
and Annette Nugent (communications consultant).
In February the second gathering took place in Hamburg under
the umbrella of the German Dance Platform, hosted by K3 and
again facilitated by Ó’Conchúir, who worked with Kerstin Evert (K3
Director) on devising and delivery of the programme.
In August and September, Rachel Donnelly travelled to B-Motion
Festival, Bassano del Grappa, Italy; and Liv O’Donoghue & Rachel
Donnelly, travelled to De Keuze Festival Rotterdam.
In November the third gathering took place in Grenoble, hosted
by La Pacifique CDC. Facilitated by Ó’Conchúir who worked with
Tatiana Galleau (La Pacifique Development Manager) in the
delivery of the programme, which took place within the frame of
La Pacifique’s ‘Concours Reconniassance’.
“from the perspective of someone who writes about dance,
Communicating Dance was invaluable in terms of expanding my
frame of reference for the form.”
– RACHEL DONNELLY

Léim
Led by Dance Ireland in partnership with CSC /Bassano del
Grappa (IT), Dance House Lemesos (CY), Mercat de les Flors
Barcelona (ES) and TanzHaus nrw Düsseldorf (DE), Léim is a
2-year cooperation project funded by the EU Culture Programme.
Léim participants on Dance Ireland placements were: Sheila
Creevey (February & May), Giulia Galvan (March), Marcel
Bassachs (April), Valentina Nicoli (July) and Eleanor Creighton
(May, June & September).
In March Paul Johnson, Siân Cunningham and Project Manager,
Elisabetta Bisaro attended a partners’ meeting in Lemesos,
Cyprus.
DI participants Shelia Creevey and Eleanor Creighton also
undertook placements with partners in Barcelona, Umea,
Düsseldorf and Bassano del Grappa.
Returning to Dance Ireland in September Giulia Galvan (IT) began
work on her Module C project, Mind Your Step, in collaboration
with Eleanor Creighton (IE) and Argyris Argyrou (CY).

“the Léim Project has
opened the doors to a new
network of colleagues and
a host of opportunities at
a European level.”
European Dance House Network (EDN)
Dance Ireland is an active member of EDN.
In November, Dance Ireland attended an EDN all day working
session in Barcelona, focused on developing a programme of
activities for 2015/16. EDN has secured Creative Europe funding
for a 2-year programme, comprising ateliers, networking
opportunities, skills sharing and resourcing in pursuit of an
enhanced European dance infrastructure.

In November a partners and participants’ meeting was held in
Barcelona, attended by Paul Johnson, Siân Cunningham, Inga
Byrne, Elisabetta Bisaro, Sheila Creevey and Eleanor Creighton.
“…the past two years has been an amazing personal and
professional journey for me. Being given the opportunity to learn
from international Dance House directors, talk directly with artists,
network with programmers and producers, and see many dance
productions across Europe, has extended and enriched my continued
learning in this field…Léim achieved its aims; providing a much
needed stepping stone in my career – opening up new opportunities
for international working; and ultimately leading to my new role as
Head of Creative Programmes at a UK Dance House.”
– SHEILA CREEVEY
“the Léim Project has opened the doors to a new network of
colleagues and a host of opportunities at a European level. The
opportunity to take part in action research like this has been hugely
beneficial—I’ve been able to learn from my peers and colleagues
in the wider sector and have gained a much more nuanced
understanding of the challenges and opportunities facing the dance
scene across Europe.”
– ELEANOR CREIGHTON
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SPECIAL EVENTS @ DANCEHOUSE
• Dance Talks: Matthew Bourne; 26 February with 83 audience;
• Dance Talks: Margi Cole, The Dance COLEctive; 25 March with
15 audience;
• In April we welcomed students from Dun Laoghaire Institute of
Art Design and Technology to DanceHouse for a tour and talk
on the organisation and all things dance in Ireland;
• Dance Research Forum Ireland 5th International Conference
‘Dance Legacies’ was hosted in DanceHouse in July with 143
participants over three days;
• Visual artist Jeanette Doyle premiered Fresh Paintings (Dance)
in September;
• Culture Night; DanceHouse open its doors to 113 friendly faces
as Ireland’s culture vultures stormed the studios for a night of
free dance classes.

Winging it!
Open to members, Winging It! is a no-notice subsided studio
rental scheme. 23 members availed of Winging It! 61 times:
Rosaleen McDonough, Zoe Ashe Browne, Neil Brown, Fergus
Byrne, Catriona Brocklebank, Marian Lennon, Una Carmody,
Leonie McDonough, Lauren Speirs, Lily Akerman, Una Little,
Melanie Anthony, Aoife McGrath & Rhiannon Curtis-Davis, Lucia
Kickham, Rachel Sheil, Jane Magan, Philip Connaughton, Roisin
Laffan, Alba Lorca, Marinko Leka and Selma Daniel.

Local Initiatives
Local Initiatives is our means of providing opportunities for local
and city-wide groups to engage with DanceHouse and the Dance
Ireland community.
In a new development, we partnered with Dublin Youth Dance
Company on a choreographic residency for young dancers
working on the creation of new choreography from Toni Bravo
which was presented as part of the Irish Youth Dance Festival
(June).
Also new in 2014 we supported the research phases of Tasty
Habits by Philippa Donnellan and Velocity by Michelle Cahill and
Karla Fazio Morris.
“My residency at DanceHouse was great! I was offered time
and studio space to work with a number of different groups and
individuals - to explore, play and create without pressure or
interruption. During the residency we were working on some
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particularly challenging and complex themes concerning food
consumption, thus the use of a quiet, safe studio was invaluable.
As an independent artist, the residency and the provision of such
facilities was hugely beneficial on a creative, artistic, and financial
level. The support provided by everyone at DanceHouse was excellent
throughout - helpful, friendly and patient, this made the residency all
the better. Thank you!”
– PHILIPPA DONNELLAN
08 January was a night of free taster dance classes with 198
dance enthusiasts coming through the doors of DanceHouse to
try out what new classes 2014 had in store.
For over 40 weeks, we provide weekly support (free and subsided
studios) to Macushla Dance Club; Company B; Irish National
Youth Ballet and Dublin Youth Dance Company.
“Dance Ireland has been supporting Macushla Dance Club since
it began in 2007. Weekly classes are an incubator for creative
collaborations between older people and the professional dance
community - from studio sharings with dance artists resident in
DanceHouse, to choreography commissions. In 2014, the Ciotóg/
Macushla dance film The Area, premiered at Dance on Camera,
New York and screened in 6 countries, and a new Christofi|Claffey/
Macushla film premieres in 2015.”
– MACUSHLA DANCE CLUB
15 November Open House presentation with Company B
and Dublin Youth Dance Company (seniors & juniors) for
an audience of 107.

SUPPORT SERVICES
Throughout the year, the executive met and provided a range of
advice, information, contacts and letters of support to members in
support of their proposals, including 92 meetings with members.
In addition, we are a first point of contact for a range of national
and international public/non-member enquiries by email,
telephone and in person, 145 logged.

Drop-in Advice Clinics
During March and April, over a six-week period, alternating
between 12noon-1pm and 6-7pm, we piloted drop-in advice
clinics every Wednesday where members were free to come with
questions, problems or just for a chat about all things dance with
Chief Executive, Paul Johnson and Marketing and Membership
Officer, Inga Byrne.
“These clinics were a huge help to me in a time of a bit of artistic
confusion. I did not have a topic in mind on entering, merely to have a
chat about what was going on in my career at that time and I left with
a lot of information on what was available to me. Despite my being in
the building a lot, there were many things I did not know about and
it was a great way of opening up dialogue with Dance Ireland that I
probably wouldn’t have felt confident in doing before.”
– SARAH RYAN

“These clinics were a
huge help to me in a
time of a bit of artistic
confusion. I did not have a
topic in mind on entering,
merely to have a chat
about what was going on
in my career at that time
and I left with a lot of
information on what was
available to me.”
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AGM TUESDAY 13 MAY 2014
25 people (17 members, 8 directors) attended the AGM, which
reviewed and approved the 2013 AGM minutes, 2013 Directors’
Report and Financial Statements, 2013 Activity Report and reappointed Byrne, Moreau, Connell as auditors. Director Joseph
O’Hanlon was ratified and welcomed, following his co-option
earlier in the year. Anne Maher and Richard Wakely were reelected to the board.

25
17
people

members

8

directors

Byrne, Moreau,
Connell
re-appointed as auditors

Joseph O’Hanlon
ratified & welcomed as director

Anne Maher &
Richard Wakely
re-elected to the board
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DANCE IRELAND BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The board of directors is committed to
maintaining the highest standards of
governance.
The board worked throughout 2014 on the Dance Ireland
Governance Framework, in line with the principles laid out in
The Governance Code. The suite of documents, which sets out
our policies, the board’s roles and responsibilities, and our
systems and procedures which guide how we conduct business, is
available from: www.danceireland.ie/about/governance.
The board of directors is a non-executive board, encompassing a
variety of key skills in dance, legal and financial affairs, marketing
and project management. We maintain an up-to-date profile of
each director on our website: www.danceireland.ie/about/people.
In advance of securing charitable status, the board undertook
a review of the organisation’s Memo and Articles, and made
amendments regarding the organisation’s aims and objectives,
directors’ roles and responsibilities and length of service. These
amendments were endorsed by the membership at an EGM,
following the AGM in April 2012.

The responsibility for Dance Ireland is vested in the board of
directors, but management of Dance Ireland is delegated to the
Chief Executive.
The board meets quarterly. In addition to AGM, other meetings
in 2014 were held with the auditor and the Arts Council dance
team, with meetings taking place in January, April, May, July,
September, November and December.
The board’s functions are overseeing the organisation’s mission,
financial management and ensuring good governance. To
enhance and inform their roles, a number of directors undertook
professional development opportunities offered by Boardmatch
during the year. In addition, the board also undertook a facilitated
board development day in July, focused on governance.
At the 13 May AGM, co-opted director Joseph O’Hanlon’s position
was ratified and welcomed by the membership. Due to work
commitments Breandán de Gallaí resigned from the board on 10
October, and chartered accountant John Malone was co-opted
onto the board at the 01 December meeting.

Directors are elected from the membership and co-opted. All
co-opted positions are endorsed at the AGM. Directors are
appointed to serve an initial 2-year term (renewable) and can
serve up to a maximum of 6 consecutive years, effective from
2012.
It is widely recognised that all directors are key and valuable
informants for the organisation. In addition some directors are
practitioners and elected from the membership at AGM and are
also eligible, in line with our Memo and Articles, to apply for our
awards, opportunities and other supports. In those instances,
the director absents themselves (by declaring a conflict) from
all discussions related to the process. The board has developed
a comprehensive conflict of interest policy, which is strictly
adhered to.

In 2014 the board of directors were:
Nick Bryson, Michelle Cahill Secretary,
Breandán de Gallaí (resigned 10 October),
Richard Johnson, Megan Kennedy, Joseph
O’Hanlon (co-opted 27 January), Anne
Maher Chairperson, John Malone (coopted 01 December), and Richard Wakely.
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DANCE IRELAND EXECUTIVE
We maintain the confidence of our
members, funders and users through
our commitment to a coherent
programme, clear operating policies and
a transparent decision-making process.
We acknowledge our responsibility to be
accountable and also to clearly explain
our decision-making process.
Dance Ireland is a membership organisation. While we represent
and advocate on behalf of the best interests of the sector, our
priority is our members. We operate a members’ rate and a
non-members’ rate. We welcome non-members to our Training
Programme; however our Development Programme is for the
benefit of members. We value all forms of dance and actively
work to support practitioners realise their creative potential,
including those working within ballet, contemporary, traditional
dance, ethnic forms, somatic practices, and hybrid dance forms,
whether working individually or collaboratively, as a company or
through an interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary practice.
In addition, we host a comprehensive evening class programme,
and provide a range of dance related activities – exhibitions,
presentations and Dance Talks for the benefit of the general
public as well.
The Dance Ireland executive delivers the programme as agreed by
the board.
PAUL JOHNSON, CHIEF EXECUTIVE
paul.johnson@danceireland.ie
Reporting to the board, Paul is responsible for the overall
management of the organisation, including liaising with funders,
programming and ensuring that Dance Ireland adheres to its
remit and mandate.
SIÂN CUNNINGHAM, GENERAL MANAGER 		
sian.cunningham@danceireland.ie
Reporting to the Chief Executive, Siân is responsible for financial
management, with responsibility for the day to day running of
DanceHouse and Dance Ireland. She also leads on the Residency
and Associate Artist Programmes.
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INGA BYRNE, MARKETING & MEMBERSHIP OFFICER
inga.byrne@danceireland.ie
Reporting to the Chief Executive, Inga is responsible for
marketing, membership and communications.
AOIFE BAUER, ADMINISTRATOR & BOOKKEEPER
aoife.bauer@danceireland.ie
Reporting to the General Manager, Aoife is responsible for book
keeping, office administration and venue support.
SARA GEOGHEGAN & DAVID COLLINS VENUE ASSISTANTS
reception@danceireland.ie
Reporting to the General Manager, Sara and David are
responsible for DanceHouse reception, front-of-house and
also provide administrative support.
Léim Project Manager:
Digital & Print Design:
IT support:
Insurers:
Accountants:
Bankers:
Solicitors:

Elisabetta Bisaro
Pixel Design
The IT Guys
First Ireland
Byrne Moreau Connell
Bank of Ireland
Eversheds

We employ other staff (cleaning, maintenance and security) on a
contract for services basis. We employ, on a contract for services
basis a variety of freelance national and international dance
specialists, curators, dance teachers and arts practitioners to
assist us in delivering our programme.
We are committed to proper remuneration of all artists we work
with.
Registered Offices:
Telephone:
Email:
Website:
Company Registration:
CHY:

DanceHouse, Foley Street,
Dublin 1, Ireland
01 855 8800
info@danceireland.ie
www.danceireland.ie
189346
16193

CULTURAL PARTNERS AND FUNDERS
Dance Ireland is a not-for-profit, national resource membership
organisation with charitable status, supporting all forms of dance,
with a non-executive board of directors and six full-time staff
members.
Dance Ireland is the trading name of the Association of
Professional Dancers in Ireland Ltd (APDI).

Photography Credits:
Dance Ireland, Photocall Ireland, Ewa Figaszewska, Eoin Kirwan,
Jeanette Keane, Anna Garciarz, Kristyn Fontanella & Sibéal
Davitt, Caoimhín O Raghallaigh, Michael Durand, Philippa
Donnellan, Elizabeth O Riordan, Ros Kavanagh, Jonathon Stokes
and Maurice Gunning.

Dance Ireland is funded by the Arts Council and Dublin City
Council, with project support from Culture Ireland, Creative
Europe and Léargas. Additional income is generated from
membership fees, programme activities, studio rentals, as well
as support from our cultural partners.
Dance Ireland operates DanceHouse on license from Dublin
City Council.
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